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A dry-cell battery is very close to our daily lives in that it is used for home appliances, toys 
and so forth. However, it could be said that we know very little of it. To put it simply, it is a 
handy primary battery that supports a solid material soaked with electrolyte. Basically, it 
is not rechargeable (except for the type with rechargeable features). Since it will be 
discharged with the passing of time, we should keep in mind to use it within its expiration 
date. It is standardized in several types by its shape and voltage, ranging from D, to C, to 
AA and to AAA as well as the small type called a button battery and a lithium battery. 
By the way, do you know why the used-up dry-cells should be disposed of and collected 
separately from normal waste? While the collecting method of waste differs in each city 
and town, most of them collect the used-up dry-cells in designated boxes, or collect the 
dry-cells separately with other fragile and dangerous types of waste such as light bulbs 
and fluorescent lighting tubes. The one reason we can think of to explain this is that it is 
because they contain mercury. But no, this is an old explanation, since from the 1990s 
onwards almost all the dry-cells in the Japanese market have not contained it. But one 
major reason for separate collection is because they contain other minor metals such as 
manganese, which can be extracted and recycled for future use. 
Another reason? Yes. Although most of the dry-cell batteries are mercury-free, a very few of 
them (cheap and low-quality products) still contain it. If these dry-cells are disposed 
wrongly or carelessly, mercury will be allowed to perfuse through the soil and water over a 
long period of time, damaging the environment. Therefore, we have to make sure to check 
the existence of a dry-cell before disposing of them, since some of the low-cost products that 
cannot be disassembled, such as small sounding toys and disposable flashlights, are likely 
to have it inside. 
 
- Difference between Alkaline Battery and Manganese Battery 
A major difference between them is the electrolyte inside. Manganese batteries employ 
zinc chloride or ammonium chloride as electrolyte, whereas alkaline batteries employ 
alkaline potassium hydroxide, after which the battery is named. When looking at practical 
aspects, alkaline batteries are greater in the amount of current than manganese batteries, 
while manganese batteries are more resistant to leakage, making them suitable for 
emergency use. 
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